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 ? hi all im new on this forum, i have a samsung scx 3400 with firmware 4.4.1.876, sometimes when i turn on my phone it says "write failed" or "write error" what can i do? is there anyway to fix this problem? Hello, i have an samsung scx 3400 i could not locate the setting in which you could reset the device. after i was away from home, i turned on my phone and i got a message saying "write error"
please help me thank you I just got my LG V20, I turned it on and its black screen. I tried all the things on the site to unlock it, but no luck. I have the same problem as Raymond57. It went from 0% to 93% on the camera. I tried to open the camera from the settings menu to see if there was anything there and all I saw was 7/24. I'm not a phone expert so any help would be greatly appreciated. I have a
nexus 7 and it does this occasionally, but sometimes it will do this whenever i charge the battery for the first time in a day. I turn it on, get the usb charging symbol on the screen, it then goes black, and stays that way for a minute or two, then the screen comes back on and i have a full battery charge. I'm using a rooted Android 4.4.2.2, LG A9 2016. The message appears when I update it, at least. Some
times I can turn off the phone and start again. Some times the phone doesn't even turn on and the screen is black. I've found that if I turn off the phone, and turn it on again after 30 min - 1h, the message doesn't appear. But it's not permanent. I hope this helps someone. Well I purchased a back cover to fit my Galaxy s7 for my scx3400. It has no instructions on how to install it. I have a small picture of

the back cover and a few phone settings with lots of circles. Can someone please help me Hi. I have bought a scx3400-TCF from ebay and turned off all notifications and made sure every toggle switch was off. i have set my screen timeout time to 1 hour and have the screen saver on at all times, even when asleep. Also, i have not deleted any of 82157476af
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